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if you dont Believe me,  I invite you to come and 
visit  Auroville Papers: Imagination and creativity 
are here in top form!

surprisingly there is one place which is not 
affected by this atmosphere. 

tHe summer Has Been particularly vicious this year, the gods of rain 
have not been kind to us. Animals wander under the burning sun, 
in search of shade, and have difficulty in finding one tree which 
has not been stripped of all its leaves. Even the most valiant 
of all plants, the bougainvillea drops its branches out of sheer 
exhaustion. Lemon trees are so disgusted with this cruel god of 

Fire that they refuse to bear the weight of  their fruits and they 
throw them down at their feet in anger.



luisa is creating small decorations for next Christmas. 

people are everyWHere active, busy with the making of our 
stationery, our earrings, our flowers, our posters, busy with 
experimenting and researching: new colours, new shapes, new 
textures, new lines, new techniques.

selvi designs neW types of earrings. 
Men press wet sheets of paper. 
Girls stitch notebooks. 

Hervé is making small cuBes

of cotton mache with funny shapes, it looks a bit like those 
sweet oriental pastries called lukums.

standing  in a circle many people bend over a huge cotton 
mache bowl which has been ordered by an artist. 



We are not enougH people for all that has to be done... 

and yet We are very lucky because for some time 
now we have received the help of two beautiful 
energies : Soheil 
and Parisa, a 
couple who came 
all the way from 
Iran to be with 
us for a period 
of time and to 
add their talents 
to ours. Soheil 
is a musician 
and Parisa is a 
photographer but 
they both love 
paper. 

 togetHer WitH Hervé tHey experiment 
using the floss of the milkweed 

fruit for their paper (this plant, 
common to India and to Iran, 
grows along the roads, in the 
most dry and degraded of  
all places, this is probably 
why Mother called its flower 
“Courage”!). They work with 
Ganesh’s blessings I suppose, 
as those flowers are always 
used to garland his statue. The 

paper produced by this creative 
team is the most transparent and 

fine paper we have ever made. 
And, Parisa says, now they are 

going to try using the strong fibers of 
the stem. One more experiment in sight...



https://www.aurovillepapers.com

https://www.facebook.com/aurovillepaper

tHis is tHe miracle of auroville, 
that it is 

a fountainhead of energy.

But still... rain, rain, rain, We pray for rain....

aurovillepapers@auroville.org.in

0091 (0413) 2622122


